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we have found, but are not in close agreement, either
with our scattering data or with each other.

It is not known whether the comparison between
CGcctive nuclear forces from the bound-state problem
mith those in the scattering problem is really mean-
ingful. Certainly, they arise from similar effects. It is
bothersome that the charge-spin-independent term
in both the Gillet-Vinh Mau and the Klliott-Flowers
interactions is zero or near-zero, since the spin-charge-
independent term found by Satchler is much stronger
than the charge-exchange force.

Ke have concentrated on the direct-reaction mecha-
nism as an explanation of the data because it is R reason-
ably well developed and reliable theory. In doing so,
we have not given adequate consideration to the lower-
energy data, which shorn strong fluctuations as a func-
tion of encl gy. Much lnfoI'IDRtlon about Icaction IncchR-
nism a,nd nuclear structure is contained in the lowcr-
energy data and could be obtained by analysis mith an
adequate resonance model. A promising attempt, in
this direction has been made by Hanna and Nagarajan. +

n J.S. Hanna and M. A. Nagarajan (unpublished) .
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The nucleon-nucleon interaction is described over the laboratory scattering energy range 0-3Q) Me+ by
a potential used in conjunction with the Schrodinger equation. In momentum space the potential is a
superposition of Born terms obtained from single exchanges of ~, p, ~, q, 12.0, and OI mesons, where the go
and 0 ~ are hypothetical scalar mesons with isotopic spin 0 and j., respectively. Rather than taking the usual
static limit, all terms of order ps/Ms are retained. The inclusion of S waves requires the introduction of a
cuto8 factor. The meson coupling constants, the masses of

thermo

and 0~, and a cutoff parameter are adjusted
to 6t the experimentally determined phase parameters. A comparison with experimental phase-shift analysis
shows a good qualitative 6t, on the average.

L rm'RODUCT&0&

HIS is thc third in R series of articles' vrhosc
purpose is to represent the nucleon-nucleon inter-

action from 0 to 350 MCV in terms of a, sum of pole
contI'lbutlons of thc co, p, g, q, 0'o„and o.l Incsons ln thc
cross channel. The requirements of unitarity are satis-
Gcd by using the Fourier transform of these pole, or
Born, terms as a potential in the nonrelativistic
Schrodinger equation. The resulting phase parameters
can be compared with experimentally derived phases or
used to compute the quantities (cross section, polariza-
tion, ctc.) whlcll ca11 13C directly COIIlpRlcd wltll experi-
ment. The parameters of, the theory which are adjusted
to 6t the data are the coupling constants of all the
mesons and the masses of the hypothetical os(T, J =0,

~ Much of this work was done at the University of Southern
California with the partial support of the U. S, Atomic Energy
Commission. This work was also supported in part by the Air
Force Once of Scienti6c Research, 0$ce of Aerospace Research,
U. S. Air Force, under Grant No. 9j.8-67.

~ Ronald A. Bryan and Bruce L. Scott„phys. Rev. 1BS, 8434
(1N4); 164, 1215 (1N2), hereafter referred to as I and II,
respectively.

0 ) and the &I(I~0+) scalar mesons. We will return to
the question of these scalar mesons later in the paper.

In Iy a sRtlsfRctoly 6t to thc phRsc parameters %'Rs
obtained for states with relative orbital angular mo-
mcnta 30 j..In thRt wolk two important Rppl ox&matlons
were made. When one transforms the pole terms from
momentum to configuration spRcc, thc resulting poten-
tial is not local (static). An expansion in powers of
y'/M', with M the nucleon mass and y any nucleon
momentum, can be made. In I, all terms save one of
order y'/M' were kept and the others neglected in
order to obtain a local potential. The second important
approximation was the introduction of a zero cuto6 in
con6guration space to eliminate the 1/r' divergence in
thc potential which mould have otherwise occurred.
The presence of this cutoG restricted the application
of the model to E waves and higher.

In II, the aforementioned neglected y'/Ms term was
now included in the potential, thanks to Green's method~
for dealing with the resulting Vs&(r)+g(r)V' term in
con6guration space. The inclusion of this y/Ms term

s A. M. Green, Nucl. Phys. 33, 218 (1N2).
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had the very desirable result that a cutoff was no longer
needed for I' or higher waves, so that both major
deficiencies of I were removed at once. The resulting
model gave a quantitative Qt to the experimental data
when suitably augmented by reasonable 5-wave
parameters.

Although the previous work gave some insight into
the nucleon-nucleon interaction, the potentials involved
have only limited usefulness because of the exclusion of
5 waves. There are many problems to which the single-
boson-exchange mechanism can be applied unam-
biguously if 5 waves can also be described by that
mechanism. Such problems include nucleon-nucleon
bremsstrahlung, nucleon-antinucleon interactions, nu-
clear matter, hyperon-nucleon scattering Linvoking

SU(3) or some other symmetry groupj, etc. This paper
is an extension of II to include these 5 waves.

C. Pseudoscalar Meson (PS)
pint (4~)1/2g@~411ry i Ps)

m9

V' '=g' r/2' —42rb&" (r) tri 42

123P r

224 2/42 e mr

+ I
-+—+— ~12 (3)

4M'kr2 r 3 r

In each equation, m is the mass of the meson which
is exchanged. We have chosen units such that h= c= 1.
For 2'= 1 mesons (2r,p,o.i) the meson field p is replaced
by c p; the result is that g' is replaced by ~1 ~2g'.

Predictions subject to experimental test are made by
inserting the potential

V=+ V&"' (P=2r, g, p, 4e, ei, ~o)

A. Vector Meson (V)
~'-'=(4-) /'~Lgv ~ / i

+(f/4M)~"(ay & —a y ')]e
e mr 1 / e mr

—g'
I

&2 +
r 2M'i r r

t/ (V) —g2

II. THE POTENTIAL

In order to avoid repetition, we merely exhibit the
one-boson exchange potentials. ' ' These potentials are
correct through order p'/M', where p is the magnitude
of the three-momentum of any nucleon in the c.m.
system, and 3f is the nucleon mass. Terms of order
p4/M4 and higher have been neglected.

into the Schrodinger equation and solving it to get the
phase shifts. Because the V' terms in the scalar and
vector meson one-boson-exchange potential (OBKP)
make the Schrodinger equation more complicated, we
solve not for ui(r), the ordinary radial wave function
for orbital angular momentum l, but rather for

vi(r) = L1+2&(r)j'"ui(r),

where p(r) is de6ned by setting the potential

V()= V ()-M-'9'~()+~()~'j
vi(r) satis6es an ordinary radial wave equation

vi"—D(l+1)/r2)vi+ k2vi ——MWivi,

but with

+ (g'+gf) 2122 —42rii"' (r)2'' r

Vo, i ~/drt, 2 1 2P k2

Wi(r) =
I

—+
1+2' 1+2yi M 1+2' M

(4)

mp

+ (g+ f)2 2/22 —4~5&'~(r) ei ~2
6M' r

1 1 224 r/22i e ""
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I 123) r

1 d e~"
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3. Scalar Meson (8)
pint (4&)1/2gtrrtIry(Si

e mr l t e mr e mr
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' D. V. %'one, Nqcl. Phys, 5$, 212 (1964).Note that our de6ni-

where Vo, ~ is the potential evaluated for the angular
momentum state in question. For simplicity, we have
suppressed mechanical spin and total angular momen-
tum indices, as well as tensor coupling. The foregoing is
described more fully in I and II.

The potential of Eq. (4) is no more difticult to deal
with than any other static potential. However, in the
case of OBEP, it does have singularities at r=0 which
rule out 5-state solutions. In particular, Vo, ~ includes
terms which go like 8i'i(r), and. Wi has the term
—(+/dr)2/(1+2$)2M which goes like 1/r'- at the-
origin. Accordingly we introduce a cutoG to reduce the
degree of singularity to something which will permit
an 5-state solution. We choose to multiply the mo-
mentum-space version of the potential by A2/(A2 —q„'),
where ~ is a mass, q„ is the momentum transfer, and

q '=q02 —412. If p„' is the energy-momentum vector of
one of the nucleons in the 6nal state, and p„ is the
energy-momentum vector of this nucleon in the initial

state, then q„=p„' p„. —
tion of the potential differs from his Eq. C,

'2) by an additional factor
of M/E.
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The effect of the cuto6 factor is to transform each
OBEP V&"&(r,rrs„) to

LV "'(r,2&2„)—V&"'(r,A) jA'/(A' —m„') .

that is to say, one subtracts from each OBEP the same
potential but with A. replacing the meson mass; a con-
stant factor then multiplies the difference. To show
this, consider the momentum-space de6nition of the
OBEP. Let us call it 'U&"&(q, r&2„). )For simplicity, we
shall disregard the dependence of U&"& on P=-,'(y+y'),
where y and y' are three-momenta corresponding to p„
and p„', just as we shall disregard the dependence of
the con6guration space potential V'"& on V.j

=Q t V&"&(r 2&2„)—V&"&(r,A))
y A' —m„'

(6)

This potential is inserted in the Schrodinger equation,

The singularity 1/rs which appeared in —Ddp/dr)/
(1+2&))2/M is reduced to a constant. Thus the
Schrodinger equation is now solvable for 5 states. It is
also of interest to note that the 1/r' singularities which
appear in the Sq~ and I, 8 potentials are reduced
through cutoff to order 1/r.

The over-all phenomenological potential is thus

V(r)=g V,„2&"&(r) (v=p, &o,2r, t&,ot, o&&)

1
'U& "&(q,~.)= g'U(y')PtU(y)2' q2+2&2„2 ——Vy(r, f)+ V(r)y(r, f) =

i8&p(r, t)
(7)

X U(—y')P2U( —y),
and the phase shifts are solved for.

1 A2 A2 &r 1 1

q2+2&2 2 q2+A2 A2 r&2
2& q2+r&2 2 q2+A2/

we may write

G' 1
'U. 2&"& —— (UPtU) (UP2U)

2%2 q'+r&2„2

Q2

(UF2U)
27r2

(UP2U), (5)
q'+A'

with Gs=g2A2/(A2 —2&2„2). We now observe that the
second term in Eq. (5) is identical to the 6rst term in
every respect save that A. has replaced ns„ in the pro-
pagator. LThe exchanged meson mass does not appear
in the numerator; this is true for vector meson exchange,
with Ft ——(g+f)y„(f/2M)(p„'+p„—) as well as for
scalar exchange with I"~=1, or pseudoscalar exchange
with 1'2——ys.j Thus we may write

&"& = L'U&"&(q r&2 )—'U &"&(q A) jA'/(A' —r&2„').

In con6guration space, then,

V &"'(r)= L V&
"& (r r&2„)—V& "& (r A)]A'/(A' —r&2„') .

With cutoff, the singularity 3&2&(r) which appeared in
the unmodified OBEP now vanishes, 4 leaving just terms
which go as 1/r or a constant.

4 More accurately, the cutofF smears out the 8 function. The
expression in which every b(@(r) appears, m'(e~")/r —4'-b(3) (r), is
replaced by ra2(em")/r A2(e 2')/r—

where I"~ and I'~ are 4&4 Dirac matrices appropriate
to the meson exchanged, and U and U are Dirac spinors.
Because of cutoff, 'U&"&(q,m„) -+ 'U&"&(q,222„)A2(A2 —

I7 ')
but go vanishes since the scattering is elastic. Thus

&"& =V &"& (q,rl.)A2/(A2+ q').

Since

TmLE I. Meson coupling constants and masses which yield
the results given in Table II and Fig. 1, listed under the heading
"This work. "The quantities within parentheses were not searched,
but rather were axed beforehand. The cutoG mass was 4=1500
MeV. The results of paper II are also presented (see Ref. 1).

Meson T J~

0'1

Op

P

1, 0
0, 0
1, 0+
0, 0+
11
0, 1

This work
Mass
(MeV)

(138.7) 12.55
(548.7) 2.60
600 1.65
550 8.19

(763) 1.81
(782.8) 17.26

1-13
0.0

From II
Mass
(MeV) gy

12.5
10.6

770 5.8
590 9.9

1.36
19.1

~ ~ ~

3.82
0.0

R. A. Amdt and M. H. MacGregor (private communication).
For a more recent version of these phase parameters, see R. A.
Amdt and M. H. MacGregor, Phys. Rev. 141, 873 (1966); 154,
1549 (1967); 159, 1422 (1967); 173, 1272 (1968).

DI. CALCULATION

The Schrodinger equation with the potential of Eq.
(6) was solved numerically on a Honeywell 800 medium-
speed computer to obtain values of the phase param-
eters. As before, the meson coupling constants and the
masses of the 00 and r& particles were adjusted in order
to obtain a best 6t to the experimental phase shifts,
but, in addition, we now also adjust the cutoff mass A..

The values of the phase shifts obtained from the
Schrodinger equation were Qtted to the phase shifts
obtained by Amdt and MacGregor' from the experi-
mental data. This search-6tting was done at 50, 142,
and 310 MeV and included all 5, I', and D waves. In
addition the effective range and scattering lengths were
also included in the search.

In Table I under the heading "This work. "we list the
values of the coupling constants which gave the best
6t. The phase shifts given by these. parameters are
presented in Table II and plotted in I'ig. 1. The error
bars in I'ig. 1 are the uncorrelated uncertainties in the
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experimentally determined phase shifts as given by
Amdt and MacGregor. In Table III the I-p scattering
lengths and effective ranges predicted by this potential
are given along with the experimental values which were

employed in the search. 6

~ Richard Wilson, The Nucleon-ÃNcleon Interaction (Inter-
science Publishers, Inc. , Neer York, 1963), p. 3'f. For a more
recent estimate of the N-S scattering lengths and e6'ective ranges,

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Fit to Experimental Phase Shifts

The phase shifts predicted by this modeI are in
reasonable qualitative agreement with the experimental

see H. Fiedeldey and H. P. Noyes, in Thr ee-I'article Scattering in
Quantum 3fechanics, Proceedings of the Texas AS'3f Conference
(W. A. Benjamin, Inc. , New York, 1968)& p. 195.
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Fxo. i. The phase shifts calculated using the cutofF OBEP
Kq. (6), in a nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. The phase
shifts are plotted as a function of lab energy. The error bars
represent the phase-shift analysis of Amdt and MacGregor
(Ref. 5).
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phase shifts, although the fit is not quantitatively pre-
cise, as one can see from inspection of the graphs of
I'ig. 1. The goal of this research was to extend the
OBEP model II to include the 'Sp and 'S~ states, and
this was largely achieved, but at the expense of con-
siderably worsening the Qt to the 'D2 phase shift, and
to some extent, the 'P2 phase shift. Model II predicts

a 8('So) which is approximately 90' too positive over
the range 25—310 MeV, and a 8('S') which is apprpxi
mately 40' too negative over this same range. Therefore
to fit experiment there must be introduced strong
Sy- Sp splitting. This was achieved through readjust

ment of the meson parameters and through adjustmen
of the cutoG parameter A, as follows. TIN Og meson
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II. Nuclear bar phase parameters computed by using the cutoiI OBEP, Eq. (6), with the meson parameters listed in Table I
in the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. The Coulomb potential has been included in all T= 1 partial waves.

Phase
parameter (de

~('~0)
b('51)

EI

S(IZ,)
b('Eo)
a(~z,}
g(3P }

42

b PDs)
&('&I)
&(&a~)
b('Da)

63

~{+,)
a(3F,)
b('~s)
b('~4)

S(3G3)
b(IP4)

51.29
81.52
1.70—5.45
8.93—4.46
2.81

—0.74
0.58—2.63
3.45

+0.00
0.51—0.39
0.09—0.20
0.02

—0.04—0.05
+0.00

50

41.15
64.05
1.95—7.65

12.86—7.54
6.66

—1.64
1.38—6.14
8.48
0.14
1.54—1.04
0.30—0.62
0.09

—0.1/—0.23
0.02

27.83
46.33

1.99—9.69
12.30—11.76
11.81

—2.62
2.78—11.60

16.66
0.82
3.1/—1.97
0.70—1.36
0,38

—0.47—0.81
0.09

17.37
34.19
2.05—11.42
8.22—15.68

14.29
—3.04

4.03—16.21
22.99
1.67
4.53—2.01
1.04—2.61
0.85

—0.76—1.57
0.17

210

5.48
21.41
2.13—14.04
0.89—21.14

14.59
—3.12

5.16—21.69
28.60
2.84
5.91—3.19
1.25—2.80
1.70
1~ 12
2 \ 77
0.32

310
—8.19

7.56
2.27—18.20—9.87—28.83

11.89
—2 79

5.28—28.25
31.81
3.73
7.16—3./8
0.82—3.97
3.01

—1.53—4.56
0.50

TmLE III. Low-energy I-p parameters computed by using the
cutoff OBEP, Eq. (6), with the meson parameters listed in Table
I, in the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. The experimental
values are given by Wilson (Ref. 6).

Singlet
tt-p

Param-
eter Expt.

—23.68 ~0.03 F
2.5 &0.1 F

Calc.

—23.3 F
2.62 F

Cg

Triplet t'og

5.40 +0.01 F
1.73 &0.01 F
2.2245&0.0002 MeV

5.45 F
1.65 F
2.1 MeV

' H. G. Bosch and V. F. Muller, Nuovo Cimento 39, 886 (1965).
They point out that the aI increases the spread between the
b PS&) and b('Sq) phase shifts, in contradiction to experiment.

potential has the leading term 41''ssgl Lexp( —mrr) j/
r; this term is attractive in the 'So state and repulsive in

Sy state ' hence it acts the wrong way, as pointed
out, incidently, by Muller and Bosch.7 However, the 0.

~

was introduced to bring about a 6t to D waves, not S
waves. Hence we reduce its effect on S states by keeping
the potential's strength constant at 1.4F, for the D
wave fit, but lowering the mass and then suitably
lowering the coupling constant. This yields a weaker
potential within 1.4 F.

The p meson parameter can also be readjusted to
improve the 'So-'S~ 6t. The leading term in the p OBEP
is ~t ~sgPLexp( —m, r) j/r, which is attractive in the 'Sr
state and repulsive in the 'So state. The increase in g,'
will therefore improve the ht to experiment. However,
the quantity (3g,s+4g, f,), which weights the spin-orbit
term, should be kept constant in order not to destroy
the I'-wave Qt. This is accomplished by simultaneously
lowering the ratio f,/g, .

These measures improved the ht to the 'So and 'S»

experimental phase shifts. However much of the un-

desired 'So-'Sj splitting was also eliminated simply by
varying A; this must have to do with the various 8
functions of the several meson OBEP which are smeared
out more or less as A is varied. A value for A. of 1500
MeV together with optimization of the meson param-
eters resulted in a rather good 'S~ and 'So-wave fit. We
had expected that two phenomenological parameters
would be needed to adjust the two S waves —one for
each scattering length —assuming that the OBEP
middle and outer portions would then be sufhcient to
give the correct eGective range and higher momentum
dependence (i.e., fit out to 310 MeV). In fact, one was
sufhcient.

An unexpected difficulty was experienced in attempt-
ing to 6t the experimental 'D2 phase shift; this phase
shift rises only to 5' at 310 MeV rather than 9'. This
we find is due to the very strong (Vs/+/Vs) part of
the potential; whereas the dominant meson contribu-
tions tend to cancel in the case of the static part of the
central isoscalar potential, g„sLexp( —m„r) j/r —gs'
)t', Lexp( —msr) j/r, these add. in the case of the momen-
rum-dependent part of this central potential; Q=g„s
)& /exp (—m r) j/2Mr+go')exp( —msr) j/2'. Since the
co and cro coupling constants are rather large in the
Schrodinger equation pole model, this momentum-
dependent term is quite strong. This term has the
interesting feature of acting like an attraction at
threshold and then, as the scattering energy increases,
acting increasingly less attractive until it becomes re-
pulsive. This may be seen from Eq. (4). If this term
were perhaps twice as strong as it is, it could yield the
physical 'So phase shift from 0 to 300 MeV all by itself.
However, in so doing, it wouM yield almost no 'D2
phase shift since the attractive "well" —(1/M)
&&Lg'/(1+2&)]s is of very short range, and vanishes
at the range of the 300-MeV D-wave impact parameter.



One recalls that the conventional "hard core" plus
attractive mell potential model yields too positive R
'D2 phase shift when adjusted to fit the 'So phase shift
over the range 0-300 MeV; the Vs/+&Vs. potential
yields hardly an 'D2 phase shift at Rll. The OBEP wc
describe here predicts R 'D2 phase shift between these
two extremes, but somewhat too close to the zero ex-
treme. This difhculty might be alleviated by now in-
cluding y' and higher-order terms, such as the quadratic
spin-orbit term, but not likely, since we have calculated
that these corrections are small. It would seem more
reasonable to reduce the strength of the co and. 0.0
coupling constants, but then the spin-orbit term would
be too weak. This may be an indication against the use
of the Schrodinger equation to unitarize the pole terms;
g„and. go are much smaller when the pole terms are
unitarized by means of a dispersion relation or geo-
metric unitarization. '

B. Meson Parameters

In Table I, we have presented. the values of the 10
adjustable parcmeters in the OBEP along with those
values obtained. from II. There are many differences
between the two sets of constants, as might be expected,
but there are also striking similarities. It is also of
interest to compare these values with those reported. by
other estimates, although it is to be expected that the
coupling constants reported here should. be somewhat
distorted by forcing the OBE model with cutoG to
accommodate 5 waves.

First, the pion coupling constant has stayed rather
constant near j.2. The value of 12.55 given in this work
is nearer the value obtained in phase-shift analyses'
(=13) of nucleon-nucleon scattering than the value' of
I4.7 generally accepted for this constant obtained from
meson-nucleon scattering. However, note that in keep-
ing only terms to order P'/Ms in the scattering ampli-
tude we have essentially replaced (g~')EEL(Ms/E') by
(g ')NE. Thus if (g„s)EEL= 14.7 then we might expect to
find. (g s) NE =13-14 over the range 0-320 MeV.

Another important feature is the large coupling con-
stant for the &o meson. This feature has persisted through
each of the papers and is needed to obtain the correct
I, S splitting for the E waves (see II). Of interest also
is the fact that in each paper the tensor coupling for the
&o vanishes; f„/g„=0. This is in agreement with pre-
dictions from the nucleon electromagnetic form-factor
datR.

The p-meson parameters have shifted, from the pre-
vious OBEP values of Ref. 2 in the expected direction;
fp/gp is sIllallel' alld. gp Is lalgel'. gp 1s liow substantially

' For a review of various pole models in F-E scattering, see
R. A. Bryan, in Proceedings of the International Conference on
ÃNclear Physics, Gatlinbgrg, Tennessee, &66, edited by R. I.
Seeker (Academic Press Inc. , New York, 1967), p. 603.

9 J. Hamilton and W. S. Woolcock, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 737
(1963).

larger than the value of 0 6 given recently by Sakura~+
and the ratio of f,/g, (1 13.) is much smaller than the
value of 4 which is favored by the nucleon electro-
magnetic form-factor datR.

The ~ and p coupling constants can be related by the
use of higher symmetry arguments. Thus if one assumed
pure F-type coupling of the vector meson octet to the
baryon octet, 5U(3) predicts g,'= 3g,s, where o&s signifies
the isotopic singlet member of the unmixed octet. Our
ratio is 9.9, which is far from the required value even
noting that the physical ~ is really a mixture of the co8

and&as (unitary singlet) vector mesons. However, another
estimate of g„s/g, ' has been suggested by Sugawara and
von HippcP based on the nonet scheme. In that work,
they find that the g can be decoupled from the nucleon,
and, if one assumes mainly I"-type coupling to the vector
octet, then g 2=9g,'. This number is very nearly the
rRtio wc 6Dd.

The q coupling constant has been reduced consider-
ably down to 3.46, which is in fair agreement with the
SU'(3) prediction of about 2 which one obtains if an
F/D ratio of s Is Rssu11Md.

The 0.0 meson probably represents an average of the
7=0, 2x 5-wave contribution to E-S scattering over a
considerable range of the m-x cGcctive mass. %'alker'2
reports that the T=O 8-wave m-7f phase shift varies
from 30' at m =300 MCV to =90' at ns =900 MCV.
Our searches employing a zero-width o.o show a best
fit when the 0.0 mass is 550 MCV.

There may also be a resonance with the Oq quantum
numbers. Rosenfeld et al.'~ report a meson with 7=1,
J=O+, G= —1, with a mass of j.016 MCV and a width
of 25 MCV. To 6x the 0~ mass at this value in our
searches, however, we would have to introduce an
Rddj. tlonal parameter for thc Sy state~ corresponding to
the scattering length.

Qnc might question whether the 0-~ should be intro-
duced. at this stage. We introduce it to 6t the I', D,
and higher waves even though it makes it a little harder
to 6t the 5 waves. Babikov and Kiselev'4 have a OBEP
model for thc I' and higher waves which does not use a
0~ at all; they use just the oo, p, x, ~, andy. They obtain
a reasonably good fit, but not a close fit Ei.e., at 330

is J. J. Saknrai, Phys. Rev. Letters 1?, 1021 (1966); also P.
Signell and J. W. Dnrso, sNd. 18, 185 (196'/). Note that the de6ni-
tion of g,~ in these two papers is a factor of 4 larger than ours.»H. Sugawara and Frank von Hippel, Phys. Rev. 145, 1331
(1966).

is W. D. Walker, Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, 695 (196'I); see also
E. Malamud and P. E. Schlein, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 1056
(1967), who analyze the reaction x +p —+++++ +n for the
T=0, S-wave m-3- phase shift; they And that it passes through 90'
at a dipion mass of 730 MeV, implying the existence of a e() meson
with this mass. The width is not uniquely determined, but one
estimate is I'=150 MeV.

» A,. H. Rosenfeld, A. Barbaro-Galtieri, W, $. Podolsky, L. R.
Price, P. Soding, C. G. Wohl, M. Roos, and W. J. Willis, Rev.
Mod. Phys. 39, 1 (1967).

'4 P. P. Sabikov and V. S. Kiselev, in Eroceeajngs of the Inter-
nationct Conference on ENclear Structure, Tokyo, Japan, 1967,
edited by J. Sanada {supplement to the Journal of the Phys. Soc.
Japan 24, 1968) p. 618.
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MeV, their 8('Er), and 5(sDr), 6(sDs), and 8(sDs) are
about 10' too high, on the average). We believe that
for a close 6t, something in addition to the five OBKP
above has to be used. (Of course this still does not
prove that something physically is there; it might be a
result of using the Schrodinger equation to unitarize the
Born terms. )

Kiang, Preston, and Yiprs have an OBEP model
which employs only the x, co, and 0.0 mesons, not even
the p or g. However they employ a diferent value for
g„2 in the singlet odd state than in the other states, so a
~~ g2 dependence is implied, as well as a eI e2 and a
(et ~s) (et es) dependence. To replace their state-
dependent OBK potentials with ordinary OSK poten-
tials, three or more would be required.

Green Rnd SRwada Qndq as do Klang g$ gl. ~ that
much of the nucleon-nucleon information can be fit
with just the ~, co, and 00 potentials. However, when

trying for a dose 6t to the phase shifts, they arrive at
the same six OBK potentials that we do, with much the
same coupling constants, but they include the tT& for a
different reason. It is dictated from higher symmetry
considerations. They consider the 0-~ to be linked to the

p in a S-vector in the same way they consider the 0.0 is
linked to the co. It is interesting that this scheme auto-
matically provides the necessary cancellation of the
leading term in the vector-meson-exchange term whether
it be these or the p.

7. SUMMARY

In this work we have improved the approximations
of our previous OBEP by consistently keeping all con-
tributions to the scattering amplitude in momentum

space through order p /M. Taking the Fourier trans-

form of this amplitude as a potential to be used in the
nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation we found a 1/r
divergence which was eliminated by means of a smooth
cutoff measured by the parameter A. The 10 adjustable
parameters of the potential were then varied to And a
best 6t to the experimentally determined phase shifts
from 0—3j.0 MeV including low energy 5-wave param-
eters. The 6t was qualitatively good over the entire

"D.Kiang, M. A. Preston, and P. Yip, Phys. Rev. j.70, 90$
(1968).

'6 A. E. S. Green and T. Savrada, Rev. Mod. Phys. 39, 594
(1967).

range Rnd at lcRst semiquaIititRtivc ovcI' thc IRngc
O-I50 MCV.

A useful aspect of this potential is that it has a basis
in 6eld theory, albeit simple, so that it can bc related
to other problems, such as nucleon-antinucleon scatter-
ing' or binding, using the G-parity rule for the coupling
constants, or to hyperon-nucleon scattering, using
SU'(3) to relate the coupling constants. The form of
cuto8 that we use is convenient, too; it is just carried
over unchanged. If we had used a hard core, say, there
would be some question as to what it transforms into
in the nucleon-antinucleon system (e.g., if the hard
core is thought to bc due to vcctoI' meson cxcliangc, lt
would transform into an infinite attraction).

The particular momentum-dependent nature of the
potential can be tested in treating problems where
5-wave attraction plays a dominant role, Rs, for ex-
ample, in the nuclear-matter problem where the OG-

energy-shell matrix elements are so important. These
are completely unprobcd by elastic scattering. The
off-shell elements are also important in. the p-p brems-
strahlung calculations. Brown has carried out calcula-
tIons usIng this and other models. "
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